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Abstracts	
	

• Elena	Ambrosi:	Modelling	multiwavelength	emission	of	ULXS	
	
Ultra-luminous	X-ray	sources	are	very	intriguing	objects:	they	have	luminosities	
higher	than	the	Eddington	limit	for	a	10	solar	masses	BH	(LX	>	1039	erg/s).		
This	 fact	 leads	 to	 two	 different	 interpretations	 on	 their	 nature:	 they	 can	 be	
powered	by	super-Eddigton	accretion	onto	a	stellar	BH,	a	massive	stellar	BH	or	
onto	a	NS,	or	they	can	be	powered	by	sub-	Eddington	accretion	onto	a	new	class	
of	BHs:	the	Intermediate	Mass	Black	Holes	(IMBH).		
My	work	aims	at	modelling	 the	multiwavelength	emission	of	ULXS,	 in	order	 to	
investigate	 the	 accretion	 processes	 and	 the	 masses	 of	 the	 sources.	
The	 first	 scenario	 described	 above	 (super-Eddington	 accretion)	 is	 taken	 into	
account,	in	order	to	compute	the	continuum	emission	in	the	range	[1014	–	1019]	
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Hz	and	the	color-magnitude	diagrams	of	the	optical	counterparts	in	the	Johnson-
Morgan	and	HST	photometric	systems.		
The	 computation	 of	 the	 spectra	 leads	 to	 the	 study	 of	 the	 effects	 of	 super-
Eddington	accretion	on	self-	 irradiation,	while	 the	cmds	are	useful	 to	constrain	
BH	and	donor	masses.		
	

• Wara	Chamani:	Turbulent	gas	accretion	between	supermassive	black	
holes	and	star	formation	rings	in	galaxies		

	
The	physical	processes	 that	drive	 the	co-evolution	of	supermassive	black	holes	
(SMBHs),	and	their	host	galaxies	are	not	well	understood	and	they	are	amongst	
the	eminent	questions	to	solve	in	astrophysics.	In	this	work,	we	implement	in	the	
co-evolution	 model	 of	 Wutschik	 et	 al.,	 2013,	 a	 turbulence-regulated	 star	
formation	model	of	Krumholz	&	McKee	2005.	We	aim	to	investigate	the	influence	
of	 the	 star	 formation	 model	 on	 the	 dynamical	 evolution	 of	 SMBHs	 and	 star	
formation	in	a	circumnuclear	disk	as	a	function	of	the	mass	supply	rate	from	the	
host	 galaxy.	 We	 perform	 analytic	 calculations	 and	 simulations	 to	 explore	 the	
evolution	of	the	physical	quantities:	the	SMBH	accretion	rate,	the	star	formation	
rate,	luminosities,	the	stellar,	the	black	hole	and	gas	masses	as	well	as	the	outer	
and	 inner	 radii	of	 the	disk.	Our	 results	 suggest	 that	Super-Eddington	accretion	
occurs	 during	 the	 high	 accretion	 regime,	 which	 allows	 the	 growth	 of	
supermassive	black	holes	up	to	109	M☉,	when	the	mass	supply	rate	 increases.	
Additionally,	 we	 have	 also	 included	 the	 Mach	 number	 as	 a	 new	 variable	 to	
highlight	the	evolution	of	turbulence	during	the	accretion	process.	We	note	that	
during	high	accretion	phase	 in	 the	black	hole	 field	dominated,	 turbulence	rises	
strongly	 with	 Mach	 numbers	 up	 to	 70,	 which	 is	 larger	 compared	 to	 Mach	
numbers	in	the	disk	field	dominated	and	the	host	field	dominated.	We	apply	our	
model	for	reproducing	the	black	hole	mass	and	the	star	formation	rate	of	the	580	
pc	ring	in	NGC	6951.	Our	results	are	in	agreement	with	observations,	except	that	
the	 model	 predicts	 one	 order	 of	 magnitude	 higher	 the	 value	 of	 ring's	 stellar	
mass.		
	

• Samuel	Gower:	Composition	of	Jets	from	AGN:	Initial	Results	
	
The	high	energy	output	from	blazars	is	equally	well-described	by	two	classes	of	
models,	 so-called	 leptonic	 and	 hadronic	 models,	 which	 each	 specify	 different	
particle	energy	distributions	and	consequently	differing	composition	in	terms	of	
particle	species.		
In	 leptonic	 models	 the	 X-ray/gamma-ray	 ‘bump’	 is	 described	 by	 inverse-
Compton	 scattering	 by	 the	 same	 electrons	 that	 produce	 the	 lower	 energy	
synchrotron	 radiation.	 In	 hadronic	 models,	 protons	 that	 are	 accelerated	 to	
extremely	 high	 energies	 undergo	 photopion	 interactions	 that	 lead	 to	 the	
production	 of	 pions	 and	 muons,	 and	 it	 is	 the	 synchrotron	 output	 of	 all	 these	
species	that	produce	the	high	frequency	spectrum.		
I	will	be	presenting	my	preliminary	results	of	calculations	of	the	radiative	output	
of	 jets.	 This	 is	 the	 first	 step	 of	 my	 PhD	 research,	 for	 which	 I	 am	 seeking	
distinguishing	features	between	the	leptonic	and	hadronic	models.		
	

• Tilman	Hartwig:	Exploring	the	nature	of	the	Lyman-alpha	emitter	CR7		
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CR7	 is	 the	 brightest	 Lyman-alpha	 emitter	 observed	 at	 z>6,	 which	 shows	 very	
strong	Lyman-alpha	and	HeII1640A	line	luminosities,	but	no	metal	line	emission.	
Previous	 studies	 suggest	 that	 CR7	 hosts	 either	 young	 primordial	 stars	 with	 a	
total	 stellar	 mass	 of	 ~107	 M_sun	 or	 a	 black	 hole	 of	 ~106	 M_sun.	 I	 present	
different	formation	scenarios	for	CR7	with	a	semianalytical	model,	based	on	the	
random	 sampling	 of	 dark	 matter	 merger	 trees.	 I	 show	 that	 primordial	 stars	
cannot	account	for	the	observed	line	luminosities	because	of	their	short	lifetimes	
and	because	of	early	metal	enrichment.	Black	holes	that	are	the	remnants	of	the	
first	 stars	 are	 either	 not	 massive	 enough,	 or	 reside	 in	 metal-polluted	 haloes,	
ruling	 out	 this	 possible	 explanation	 of	 CR7.	 The	 models	 instead	 suggest	 that	
direct	 collapse	 black	 holes,	 which	 form	 in	 metal-free	 haloes	 exposed	 to	 large	
Lyman-Werner	fluxes,	are	more	likely	the	origin	of	CR7.	However,	this	result	 is	
derived	under	optimistic	assumptions	and	future	observations	are	necessary	to	
further	constrain	the	nature	of	CR7.		
	

• Maria	 Koutoulaki:	 High	 angular	 resolution	 observations	 of	 Herbig	
B[e]	star	HD50138	

	
Our	 understanding	 of	 the	 evolution	 of	 young	 stellar	 objects(YSOs)	 is	
underpinned	by	our	understanding	of	accretion	and	ejection	processes.	YSOs	are	
known	to	display	Brγ	emission.	In	Herbig	Ae/Be	stars	this	emission	seems	to	be	
bright.	 This	 emission	 is	 used	 to	 infer	 an	 accretion	 rate	 for	 YSOs	 through	 an	
empirical	 relation	 between	 the	 accretion	 and	 Brγ	 line	 luminosities.	 Yet,	 the	
origin	of	the	Brγ	emission	is	still	unclear	and	may	in	fact	have	contributions	from	
mass	ejection	as	well	 as	 accretion.	Thus,	Brγ	 line	emission	 can	also	be	used	 to	
determine	properties	relating	to	the	inner	structure	of	young	stellar	objects.	It	is	
important	 to	 determine	 the	 physical	 process	 responsible	 for	 this	 emission	
because	then	we	will	be	able	to	understand	the	mechanism	behind	the	star	and	
planet	formation.		
In	 order	 to	 more	 comprehensively	 understand	 the	 origin	 of	 this	 line	 and	 the	
physical	 processes	 that	 take	 place	 we	 are	 performing	 a	 detailed	 spectro-
interferometric	study	of	the	Brγ	emitting	region	at	high	spectral	resolution	using	
VLTI-AMBER.	Here	I	will	present	our	results	on	Herbig	Be	star	HD50138	which	
there	 are	 one	 of	 the	 few	 interferometric	 data	 available	 for	 this	 object	 in	 the	
world	 (4	 in	 total).	We	 find	 that	 the	 line	 emission	 originates	 from	 an	 extended	
disk	wind.	The	strong	differential	phases	show	a	complex	circumstellar	structure	
with	 strong	 evidence	 of	 an	 asymmetric	 intensity	 distribution	 of	 the	 wind.	
Interestingly,	 this	star	 is	also	known	to	present	spectral	variations,	which	have	
been	associated	with	outbursts.		
	

• Gavin	 Lamb:	The	 On-axis	 Orphan	 Afterglow	 of	 Low	 Lorentz	 Factor	
Jets	 from	 Compact	 Binary	 Mergers	 -	 Candidate	 Electromagnetic	
Counterparts	to	Gravitational	Wave	Sources		

	
Compact	 binary	 mergers	 with	 neutron	 star	 (NS)	 and/or	 black-hole	 (BH)	
components	 are	 the	 progenitor	 of	 short	 gamma-ray	 bursts	 (GRB)	 and	 a	
candidate	 for	gravitational	waves	(GW)	detectable	by	advanced	LIGO/Virgo.	By	
considering	a	power-law	distribution	of	Lorentz	 factor	 for	a	population	of	GRB	
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outflows,	we	show	that	 the	on-axis	orphan	afterglow	of	 failed	GRB	are	a	prime	
candidate	for	electromagnetic	counterpart	searches	to	a	GW	trigger.	A	GRB	will	
fail	if	the	dissipative	radius	is	significantly	less	than	the	photospheric	radius	(Rd	
<<	R⋆);	adiabatic	cooling	of	radiation,	and	the	thermalization	of	the	spectrum	at	
R	<	R⋆	result	in	the	suppression	of	the	prompt	gamma-ray	emission.	The	fraction	
of	 failed	 GRBs	 from	 a	 population	 of	 NS-NS/NS-BH	 mergers	 within	 the	
LIGO/Virgo	detection	volume	is	 found	to	be	strongly	dependent	on	the	Lorentz	
factor	distribution.	Using	an	index	α	=	−1.5	we	find	∼	65%	result	in	failed	GRBs;	
by	assuming	a	θj	∝	Γ−a	relation	for	the	jet	opening	angle	and	GW	beaming,	∼	27%	
of	mergers	that	result	in	failed	GRB	will	be	oriented	towards	an	observer.	Within	
300	 Mpc	 the	 rate	 of	 on-axis	 orphan	 afterglow	 for	 40(400)	 mergers	 per	 year	
would	be	5(49).	We	show	that	the	peak	flux	is	typically	mAB	∼	18	at	optical	and	
emission	peaks	∼	30	hours	after	a	merger.		
	

• Benito	Marcote:	Characterizing	the	outflows	in	the	gamma-ray	binary	
LS	I	+61	303	through	low-frequency	radio	observations	

	
LS	 I	+61	303	 is	 a	 gamma-ray	binary	 composed	by	a	B0	Ve	 star	 and	a	 compact	
object	 orbiting	 it	 every	 26.5	 d.	 The	 nature	 of	 the	 compact	 object	 remains	
unknown	and	it	can	be	either	a	neutron	star	or	a	black	hole.	This	source	exhibits	
an	outburst	at	GHz	 frequencies	per	orbital	cycle	 that	 is	observed	 from	radio	 to	
TeV	 energies.	 Two	 competitive	 models	 are	 considered	 to	 explain	 this	
multiwavelength	 behavior:	 the	 microquasar	 scenario,	 which	 predicts	 the	
presence	 of	 precessing	 bipolar	 relativistic	 jets,	 and	 the	 young	 non-accreting	
pulsar	 scenario,	 which	 assumes	 the	 presence	 of	 a	 neutron	 star	 and	 a	 wind-
collision	region.		
We	have	deeply	study	LS	I	+61	303	through	low-frequency	radio	observations	to	
constrain	 the	radio	emitting	region	and	 its	variability	along	 the	orbit.	The	 low-
frequency	 emission	 of	 this	 kind	 of	 sources	 has	 been	poorly	 studied	up	 to	 now	
and	 the	 presence	 of	 absorption	 processes	 can	 constrain	 the	 properties	 of	 this	
region.	We	present	GMRT	and	LOFAR	observations	folded	with	the	orbital	phase	
that	 point	 out	 the	 presence	 of	 an	 outflow	 with	 a	 subrelativistic	 expansion	
velocity,	 close	 to	 the	 stellar	 wind	 velocity	 for	 some	 of	 the	 considered	models.	
These	results	have	been	recently	published	in	Marcote	et	al.	(2016,	MNRAS,	456,	
1791).	In	order	to	improve	the	published	data,	we	have	conducted	simultaneous	
observations	mapping	a	 single	outburst	 in	 January	2016.	These	data,	 currently	
being	 analyzed,	 will	 constrain	 the	 evolution	 of	 the	 radio	 emitting	 region	 and	
could	allow	us	to	distinguish	the	processes	that	domain	on	it.		
	

• Pavel	Medvedev:	Thermal	X-ray	emission	 from	a	baryonic	 jet:	a	self-
consistent	multicolour	spectral	model	

	
We	present	a	publicly-available	model	for	thermal	X-ray	emission	of	a	baryonic	
jet	 in	an	X-ray	binary	system	(XRB)	 inspired	by	 the	brilliant	Galactic	 source	SS	
433.	 Namely,	 the	 jet	 is	 assumed	 to	 be	 well-collimated	 (with	 the	 half-opening	
angle	 $	 \Theta\sim	 1\deg$)	 and	 mildly-relativistic	 (with	 the	 bulk	 velocity	 $	
\beta=V_b/c	 \sim	 0.1	 $).	 In	 the	 multicolour	 model,	 its	 emission	 is	 found	 by	
summation	 of	 contributions	 from	 thin	 slices	 of	 approximately	 constant	
temperature,	radiating	in	the	optically	thin	coronal	regime.	Temperature	profile	
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along	 the	 jet	 and	 corresponding	 differential	 emission	 measure	 (DEM)	
distribution	 are	 calculated	 with	 the	 account	 for	 cooling	 due	 to	 expansion	 and	
radiative	losses	taken	self-consistently.		
	
The	model	has	7	parameters:	 three	of	which	determine	properties	of	 the	 jet	at	
the	point	where	it	first	becomes	visible,	namely	its	radius	$	R_0	$,	temperature	$	
T_0$	and	electron	number	density	$n_{e0}$,	while	other	four	parameters	define	
its	geometry	($	\Theta	$	and	$	\beta	$)	and	chemical	composition	of	($	Z	$	and	$	
Z_{Ni}	 $).	 Here,	 	$	 Z	 $	 and	 $	 Z_{Ni}	 $	 are	 abundances	 of	 heavy	 elements	 and	
Nickel	with	respect	to	the	solar	values,	the	latter	being	treated	separately	since	
its	over-abundance	with	respect	to	other	elements	was	reported	previously.		
	
Given	 the	 distance	 to	 a	 source	 known	 sufficiently	 well,	 normalisation	 of	 the	
model	is	not	a	free	parameter,	since	the	model	predicts	not	only	the	shape	of	the	
radiation	 spectrum,	 but	 also	 its	 luminosity,	 what	 allows	 the	 overall	 physical	
picture	 to	 be	 self-contained.	 Having	 introduced	 the	 set	 of	 observables,	 which	
reflect	the	basic	properties	of	the	predicted	emission,	we	explore	their	sensitivity	
to	 the	 model	 parameters	 in	 more	 detail.	 Using	 of	 these	 observables	 allows	
broadly	 constrain	 the	 plausible	 range	 of	 parameters	 with	 no	 need	 for	 global	
fitting	of	high-resolution	spectra.		
	
We	check	whether	the	specifically	elaborated	version	of	the	model	is	capable	of	
fitting	 high	 resolution	 spectra	 of	 SS	 433	 provided	 by	 Chandra	 HETGS	 for	 the	
precession	 phase,	 when	 contribution	 from	 other	 than	 jet	 components	 may	 be	
expected	 to	 be	 low	 (i.e.	when	 the	 accretion	 disc	 is	 observed	 nearly	 'edge-on').	
The	model	succeeded	in	providing	a	reasonable	fit	to	the	data	in	1-3	keV	energy	
range,	while	it	lefts	some	residuals	at	higher	energies,	which	may	be	partially	to	
the	putative	reflection	component,	but	may	also	be	almost	fully	accounted	for	if	a	
temperature-dependent	 suppression	 factor	 is	 applied	 to	 the	 red	 jet's	 emission.	
We	check	the	robustness	of	the	fitting	results	to	the	data	representation	(binned	
vs.	unbinned	weighted)	and	probe	their	(in)sensitivity	to	the	assumed	distance	
to	 the	 source.	 The	 parameter	 values	 found	 from	 fitting	 are	 also	 broadly	
consistent	with	 the	values	one	may	expect	 from	 the	analysis	of	 the	 introduced	
simple	observables.			
	
Forthcoming	data	at	higher	energies	NuSTAR	will	be	invaluable	for	checking	the	
consistency	of	the	model	predictions	with	SS	433	data,	as	well	as	its	applicability	
to	 some	 components	 in	 the	 spectra	 of	 other	 Galactic	 XRBs	 (e.g.	 4U	 1630-47),	
ULXs	(e.g.	Holmberg	II	X-1),	and	candidate	SS	433-analogues	like	S26	in	NGC7793	
and	the	unusual	radio	transient	in	M82.	
	

• Victor	Moreno:	Contribution	due	 to	clumpy	winds	 to	 the	gamma-ray	
emission	in	microquasar	jets	

	
Powerful	 jets	 in	 high-mass	 microquasars	 are	 likely	 to	 be	 crossed	 by	 dense	
inhomogeneities	 (clumps)	 from	 the	 stellar	 winds,	 which	 may	 lead	 to	 particle	
acceleration	 and	 thus	 non-thermal	 emission	 in	 X-rays	 and	 γ-rays.	 We	
characterize	 a	 typical	 clump-jet	 interaction	 scenario	 and	 compute	 the	
contribution	 to	 the	 high-energy	 emission	 of	 these	 systems.	 We	 use	
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hydrodynamical	 simulations	 of	 a	 single	 clump-jet	 interaction	 and	 we	 use	 this	
result	 to	 compute	 its	 non-thermal	 (synchrotron	 and	 inverse	 Comp-	 ton)	
radiation.We	present	several	radiative	calculations	for	a	number	of	clump	states,	
as	the	clump	is	disrupted	overtime,	letting	different	param-	eters	vary	(viewing	
angle,	magnetic	 field).	We	 obtain	 significant	 amounts	 of	 non-thermal	 radiation	
from	jet-clump	interactions	in	high-mass	micro-	quasars.		
	

• Shreeram	Nagarkoti:	Study	of	viscosity	parameter	and	outflow	during	
2010-11	outburst	of	GX	339-4	

	
We	 draw	 theoretical	 parameter	 space	 of	 allowed	 Quasi	 Periodic	 Oscillation	
(QPO)	 frequencies	 and	 viscosity	 parameter	 considering	 QPOs	 to	 be	
consequences	 of	 resonance	 of	 infall	 and	 cooling	 time	 scales.	 The	 outflows	 are	
confined	 in	between	the	centrifugal	barrier	and	the	 funnel	wall.	Comparing	the	
data	from	model-fitting	of	data	from	2010-11	outburst	of	GX	339-4,	we	find	that	
viscosity	parameter	during	the	outburst	could	have	evolved	from	smaller	values	
to	the	maximum	value	of	0.03	during	the	rising	phase	of	the	outburst.	When	soft	
state	 was	 reached,	 viscosity	 parameter	 could	 have	 gone	 much	 higher	 but	 at	
quiescent	 state,	0.03	 is	 the	 critical	 value	of	 viscosity	parameter.	The	maximum	
amount	 of	 outfow	 ejection	 possible	 was	 found	 to	 be	 ∼	 15%	 of	 the	 inflowing	
matter.		
	

• Francesco	Nappo:	The	999th	Swift	GRB:	Some	like	it	thermal	
	
We	present	a	multiwavelength	study	of	 the	999th	Swift	Gamma-Ray	Burst	GRB	
151027A,	 that	 is	 the	 first	 burst	 showing	 a	 flare	 simultaneously	 detected	 from	
optical	band	to	1	MeV	and	bright	enough	to	allow	a	broadband	(0.3-1000	keV)	
time	resolved	spectral	analysis.	
We	performed	a	time	resolved	spectral	analysis	of	the	prompt	phase	with	public	
Swift-BAT,	Swift-XRT	and	Fermi-GBM	data	that	revealed	that	the	emission	of	the	
flare	 is	 constituted	 by	 a	 non-thermal	 powerlaw	 component	 and	 a	 thermal	
emerging	blackbody	component	that	supplies	most	of	the	luminosity	in	the	$0.3-
10$	keV	band	during	the	flare.	
To	interpret	this	photospheric	emission	we	propose	an	explanation	based	on	the	
"reborn	fireball"	model	(cfr.	Ghisellini	et	al.,	2007,	MNRAS,	382,	L72).	
We	 triggered	 optical	 and	 radio	 observations	 and	 build	 up	 a	 multiwavelength	
light	 curve	 that	 we	 interpret	 through	 a	 standard	 forward	 shock	 afterglow	
modelling	coupled	with	an	additional	late	prompt	emission	component.		
We	 test	 two	 different	 solution	 using	 different	 density	 profiles	 for	 the	
circumburst	medium	(CBM):	the	homogeneous	density	CBM(characterized	by	a	
constant	 density)	 and	 the	 wind	 density	 CBM	 (with	 a	 decreasing	 density	
proportional	to	R-2).	
According	 to	 late	 time	 radio	 observations,	 the	 most	 promising	 results	 are	
obtained	using	the	wind	density	profile	in	addition	to	a	late	prompt	component.	
A	 late	time	bump	is	detected	 in	the	optical	 lightcurve	and	we	 interpret	 it	as	an	
underlying	supernova	component	in	addition	to	the	possible	optical	emission	of	
the	host	galaxy.	
	

• Debdutta	Paul:	Jet	to	counter-jet	fux	ratio	in	Microquasar	Jets		
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Galactic	 X-ray	 binaries	 like	 Cygnus	 X-1	 are	 known	 to	 power	 steady	 relativistic	
jets	 of	 matter.	 In	 the	 context	 of	 a	 simple	 model	 proposed	 by	 Zdziarski	 et	 al.	
(2012),	we	 have	 calculated	 the	 observed	 flux	 from	 the	 counter-jet,	 which	was	
previously	 neglected	 due	 to	 Doppler	 de-boosting.	 This	 allows	 us	 to	 calculate	
precisely	 the	 ratio	of	 the	 counter-jet	 to	 jet	 flux	 ratio.	 In	 the	 radio	wavelengths,	
this	 ratio	becomes	 independent	of	 the	energy.	Moreover,	at	 these	wavelengths,	
we	can	spatially	 resolve	 the	 jet	 from	the	counter-jet,	which	has	been	shown	 to	
constrain	 the	 bulk-	 speed	parameter	 of	 the	 jet	 (Stirling	 et	 al.,	 2001).	We	 show	
that	 the	 bulk	 speed	 depends	 critically	 on	 the	 power-law	 index	 of	 the	 intrinsic	
electron	distribution	assumed	 in	 the	model.	 In	 this	 talk,	 I	will	outline	 the	basic	
features	 of	 the	 model,	 supported	 by	 observations;	 describe	 our	 work	 with	
relevant	 details;	 outline	 the	 results	 obtained	 on	 using	 data	 published	 in	 the	
literature	 and	 finally	 cite	 the	 possibility	 of	 new	 observations	 that	will	 help	 us	
disprove	 or	 improve	 the	model	 and	 its	 results	 in	 the	 case	 of	 both	 galactic	 and	
extragalactic	relativistic	jets.		
	

• Alessio	Pescalli:	The	rate	and	luminosity	function	of	 long	gamma	ray	
bursts	

	
Gamma	Ray	Bursts	(GRB)	are	among	the	most	powerful	sources	in	the	Universe.	
They	have	been	detected	up	to	redshift	z=9.2.	Two	fundamental	properties	of	the	
population	 of	 GRBs	 are	 their	 cosmic	 formation	 rate	 ψ(z),	 representing	 the	
number	of	bursts	per	unit	comoving	volume	and	time	as	a	 function	of	redshift,	
and	 their	 luminosity	 function	 φ(L),	 which	 represents	 the	 relative	 fraction	 of	
bursts	with	 a	 certain	 luminosity.	ψ(z)	 and	φ(L)	 point	 straightforwardly	 to	 the	
GRB	progenitor	nature	and	allow	us	to	infer	some	fundamental	properties	of	the	
structure	of	the	jet	of	GRBs.	For	long	GRBs	-	powered	by	the	explosion	of	massive	
stars	-	 I	have	shown	that	a	narrow	sharp-edged	jet	structure	nicely	reproduces	
the	wide	range	of	luminosities	(~1047−54	erg	s−1).	The	reconstruction	of	ψ(z)	and	
φ(L)	 from	observed	samples	of	bursts	should	carefully	deal	with	observational	
biases.	Different	methods	adopted	so	far	relies	either	on	heterogeneous	samples	
(i.e.	 suffering	 detection	 biases	 of	 different	 GRB	 detectors)	 and/or	 on	 samples	
incomplete	in	redshift.	I	have	studied	the	distortions	that	(flux	and/or	redshift)	
incomplete	samples	cause	on	the	recovered	ψ(z)	and	φ(L)	and	I	have	employed	
statistical/numerical	methods	to	correct	them.			
	

• Adriana	Rodriguez:	Synchrotron	Emission	From	Protostellar	Jets	
	
Synchrotron	emission	from	jets	of	young	stellar	objects	(YSO)	is	a	phenomenon	
that	 has	 been	 detected	 only	 very	 recently.	 Non-thermal	 emission	 in	 some	
protostellar	 jets	has	only	been	detected	through	negative	spectral	 indices,	with	
the	exception	of	HH	80-81	(one	of	the	most	powerful	and	bright	jets	known)	for	
which,	also,	linearly	polarized	radio	emission	was	detected.	It	was	proposed	that	
synchrotron	 emission	 is	 produced	 by	 particles	 accelerated	 up	 to	 relativistic	
velocities	 in	 strong	 shocks	 of	 the	 jet	with	 the	 dense	 envelope	 surrounding	 the	
protostar.	Particle	acceleration	has	been	studied	in	several	astrophysical	systems	
(AGN's,	microquasars,	SN,	massive	binaries,	etc.),	nevertheless,	in	YSO	is	a	fairly	
new	 phenomenon.	 At	 present	 there	 exist	 several	 YSO's	 candidates	 to	 present	
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synchrotron	emission.	In	this	work	we	present	the	first	results	of	a	observational	
campaign	 with	 the	 JVLA	 to	 study	 synchrotron	 emission	 from	 a	 sample	 of	
protostellar	jets.	Here,	we	present	the	analysis	of	high	sensitivity	continuum	and	
linearly	 polarized	 images	 at	 several	 frequencies	 of	 two	 of	 the	 most	
characteristics	non-thermal	protostellar	jets	(HH	80-81	and	the	Triple	Source	in	
Serpens).		
	

• Chandra	 Singh:	 Spatial	 Growth	 of	 Current-driven	 Instability	 in	
Relativistic	Rotating	Jets	and	the	Search	for	Magnetic	Reconnection		

	
Using	 the	 three-dimensional	 relativistic	 magnetohydrodynamic	 code	 RAISHIN,	
we	investigated	the	influence	of	radial	density	profile	on	the	spatial	development	
of	the	current-driven	kink	instability	along	magnetized	rotating,	relativistic	jets.	
For	the	purpose	of	our	study,	we	used	a	non-periodic	computational	box,	the	jet	
flow	 is	 initially	 established	 across	 the	 computational	 grid,	 and	 a	 precessional	
perturbation	at	 the	 inlet	 triggers	 the	growth	of	 the	kink	 instability.	We	studied	
light	 as	 well	 as	 heavy	 jets	 with	 respect	 to	 the	 environment	 depending	 on	 the	
density	profile.	Different	angular	velocity	amplitudes	have	been	also	tested.	The	
results	 show	 the	 propagation	 of	 a	 helically	 kinked	 structure	 along	 the	 jet	 and	
relatively	 stable	 configuration	 for	 the	 lighter	 jets.	 The	 jets	 appear	 to	 be	
collimated	by	the	magnetic	field	and	the	flow	is	accelerated	due	to	conversion	of	
electromagnetic	 into	 kinetic	 energy.	 We	 also	 identify	 regions	 of	 high	 current	
density	 in	 filamentary	 current	 sheets,	 indicatives	 of	 magnetic	 reconnection,	
which	are	associated	to	the	kink	unstable	regions	and	correlated	to	the	decrease	
of	the	sigma	parameter	of	the	flow.	We	discuss	the	 implications	of	our	findings	
for	 Poynting-flux	 dominated	 jets	 in	 connection	 with	 magnetic	 reconnection	
process.		
	

• Arturo	Tinoco:	A	jet	ejected	by	a	young	O	star,	which	is	embedded	in	
an	HII	region	

	
We	present	analytic	models	for	a	conical,	astrophysical	jet	ejected	by	a	massive,	
young	star,	which	is	embedded	in	a	compact	HII	region	(photoionized	by	the	jet	
source).	The	high	density	 jet	becomes	 fully	neutral	close	to	 the	outflow	source,	
and	at	larger	distances	the	outer	skin	of	the	jet	becomes	progressively	ionized	by	
the	diffuse,	ionizing	radiation	of	the	HII	region.	Depending	on	the	parameters	of	
the	outflow	(the	mass	loss	rate,	velocity	and	opening	angle	of	the	jet)	the	jet	can	
be	fully	reionized	before	it	emerges	from	the	compact	HII	region.		
	

• Federico	Vincentelli:	Multiwavelength	timing	analysis	of	GX	339-4	
	
The	 advent	 of	 new	 technologies	 permits	 high	 time	 resolution	 studies	 of	 X-ray	
binaries	(traditionally	performed	in	X-rays)	also	in	the	IR	and	optical	bands.	This	
represents	a	breakthrough	which	allows	us	to	study	through	timing	techniques	
the	physical	connections	among	the	different	emitting	components.	In	this	work	
I	have	 investigated	 the	 relation	between	 the	X-ray	and	 IR	variability	of	 the	BH	
transient	 GX	 339-4	 using	 simultaneous	 sub-second	 observations,	 studying	 the	
connection	between	the	jet	and	the	hot	inflow.	The	work	is	still	in	progress,	but	
important	preliminary	results	have	been	already	obtained.	For	the	first	time	an	
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X-ray	vs	IR	flux-flux	diagram	was	computed	at	high	time	resolution	(≈	seconds),	
showing	 a	 power	 law	 correlation	 consistent	 with	 the	 one	 observed	 on	 much	
longer	 time	scales	 (≈days).	 I	will	present	also	 the	results	 from	the	study	of	 the	
cross	spectral	properties	of	the	two	light	curves	as	well	as	the	first	evidence	for	a	
linear	rms-flux	relation	in	the	IR	band.		
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Posters	
	

• Pavel	 Abolmasov:	 Accretion	 disk	 around	 a	 neutron	 star	 accreting	
above	the	Eddington	limit	

	
An	 ultraluminous	 X-ray	 source	 M82	 X-2	 was	 recently	 identified	 as	 an	 X-ray	
pulsar	 accreting	 at	 a	 super-Eddington	 rate.	 In	 this	 object,	 the	 accretion	 disc	
outside	 the	 magnetosphere	 probably	 still	 remains	 below	 the	 local	 Eddington	
limit	 but	 its	 structure	 may	 be	 affected	 by	 the	 radiation	 of	 the	 central	 source	
(accretion	 column)	 that	 together	 with	 magnetic	 torques	 shifts	 the	 centrifugal	
balance	in	the	inner	parts	of	the	accretion	disc	thus	increasing	its	surface	density	
and	 thickness.	Magneto-	 spheric	 radius	 is	 also	 affected	 by	 the	 structure	 of	 the	
disc	and	can	be	calculated	self-consistently	 in	the	 framework	of	our	model.	We	
consider	 the	 structure	 of	 such	 a	 disc	 and	 corrections	 to	 the	mag-	 netospheric	
radius.	 For	 large	 magnetic	 moments	 (surface	 magnetic	 field	 B	 >	 1013G),	 the	
structure	of	the	accretion	disc	is	very	close	to	the	standard	accretion	disc	model,	
and	 the	magnetospheric	 radius	 is	 proportional	 to	 the	 classical	 Alfv	́en	 radius	
with	a	constant	coefficient.	A	small	magnetic	field,	on	the	other	hand,	allows	the	
disc	 to	 penetrate	 further	 inside	 the	 magnetosphere,	 but	 the	 radius	 of	 the	
magnetosphere	 becomes	 relatively	 larger	 with	 respect	 to	 the	 classical	 Alfv	́en	
radius.	The	inner	disc	parts	in	this	case	show	sub-Keplerian	rotation	(slower	by	a	
factor	of	about	0.75).		
	

• Zoubida	Ahmane:	Simulation	of	photoionization	effects	on	YSO	jets	
	
Recent	studies	showed	that	observations	of	line	emission	from	shocks	in	YSO	jets	
require	 a	 substantial	 amount	 of	 ionization	 of	 the	 pre-shock	
matter.	 	Photoionization	 from	X-ray	emitted	close	 to	 the	central	 source	may	be	
responsible	of	the	initial	ionization	fraction.		The	aim	of	our	work	is	to	study	the	
effect	of	X	ray	photoionization,	coming	from	the	vicinities	of	the	central	star,	on	
the	ionization	fraction	inside	the	jet	that	can	be	advected	at	large	distances.	For	
this	purpose	we	have	performed	 	axisymmetric	MHD	 jet	 launching	 simulations	
including	photoionization	and	optically	thin	losses	using	the	PLUTO	.	In	order	to	
compare	 simulated	 jet	 properties	with	 the	 observed	 ones,	 the	 output	 physical	
variables	will	be	converted	into	surface	brightness	and	emission	lines	ratios.	For	
typical	 X-ray	 luminosities	 in	 classical	 T.Tauri	 stars,	 we	 see	 that	 the	
photoionization	is	responsible	for	fully	ionizing	and		de-collimating	the	jet	close	
to	the	star.		
	

• Christopher	Anderson:	A	spectroastrometric	investigation	of	the	wind	
launch	region	of	the	transition	disk	of	young	stars		

	
The	mass	loss	mechanisms	of	the	inner	region	(<	10	AU)	of	transitional	disks	of	
young	 stars	 is	 still	 debated.	 It	 is	 thought	 that	 the	 mass	 loss	 is	 driven	 by	 a	
combination	 of	 viscous	 accretion	 (movement	 of	 gas	 and	 dust	 through	 the	 disk	
onto	 the	 star,	 via	 gravitational	 attraction)	 and	 photoevaporation	 (lifting	 of	 gas	
and	dust	 from	the	disk,	via	ultraviolet	or	x-ray	emission	 from	the	central	star).	
However	it	is	unclear	how	large	of	a	role	photo	evaporation	play,	and	hence	the	
implications	for	planet	formation.		
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The	aim	of	this	project	is	to	identify	an	unambiguous	tracer	of	photoevaporative	
winds,	 in	 order	 to	 understand	 the	 extent	 that	 photoevaporation	 plays	 in	 disk	
dispersal.	Here,	we	present	preliminary	results	in	our	investigation	into	the	[O	I]	
6300	 angstrom	 forbidden	 emission	 line	 as	 a	 tracer	 of	 photo	 evaporative	wind.	
Using	 VLT/UVES	 observations	 of	 a	 sample	 of	 5	 T	 Tauri	 stars,	 we	 use	 the	
technique	of	 spectroastrometry	 (which	 allows	us	 to	 reach	beyond	 the	nominal	
spatial	 resolution	 of	 the	 telescope)	 in	 order	 to	 check	whether	 the	 low	velocity	
component	 of	 the	 [O	 I]	 emission	 shows	 an	 asymmetric	 spectroastrometic	
signature,	 i.e.	 whether	 it	 is	 best	 modelled	 by	 Keplarian	 rotation	 or	 a	
photoevaporated	wind.		
	

• Cristina	Baglio:	Neutron	star	X-ray	binaries	jets:	a	polarimetric	view	
	
We	present	an	overview	of	the	polarimetric	and	photometric	measurements	that	
we	 performed	 on	 a	 group	 of	 three	 neutron	 star	 low	 mass	 X-Ray	 binaries	
(4U0614+091,	 1RXS	 J180408.9-342058	 and	 PSR	 J1023+0038),	 focusing	
particularly	on	the	possible	relation	between	the	detection	of	linearly	polarized	
radiation	from	such	systems	and	the	emission	of	relativistic	particle	jets.		
	

• Chinmay	 Borwankar:	 Study	 of	 blazars	 with	 upcoming	 high	 altitude	
Cherenkov	telescope	MACE	in	GeV	–	TeV	range		

	
MACE	 (Major	 Atmospheric	 Cherenkov	 Experiment)	 is	 an	 upcoming	 imaging	
atmospheric	 Cherenkov	 γ-ray	 telescope	 of	 diameter	 21	 m,	 to	 be	 installed	 at	
Hanle	(32o	46'	46"	N,	78o	58'	35"	E)	India,	at	an	altitude	of	4270	m.	With	the	high	
altitude	and	 large	reflector,	MACE	 is	expected	 to	have	 trigger	energy	 threshold	
around	20	GeV.	Preliminary	sensitivity	estimates	show	that	MACE	can	detect	γ-
rays	 efficiently	 above	 ~40	 GeV	 upto	 ~10	 TeV.	 Here	 we	 discuss	 sensitivity	 of	
MACE	 telescope	 and	 the	 possible	 studies	 of	 blazar	 jet	 physics	 using	 this	
telescope.		
	

• Sudip	Chakraborty:	XMM	variability	analysis	 to	determine	 the	origin	
of	warm	absorber	outflow	in	NGC	7469	

	
Bright	 central	 regions	 of	 galaxies,	 called	 Active	 Galactic	 Nuclei	 (AGN),	 are	
copious	emitters	in	all	parts	of	electromagnetic	radiation:	the	source	of	energy	is	
believed	to	be	accretion	of	matter	onto	supermassive	black	holes	(SMBHs).		
Absorption	 lines	 in	the	X-ray	and	UV	regions	are	 found	in	AGN,	whose	detailed	
studies	 have	 identified	 the	 existence	 of	 outflows.	 Low	 velocity	 outflows	 are	
attributed	to	regions	of	absorbing	cloud	called	Warm	Absorbers.	The	distance	of	
the	base	of	the	outflow	from	the	SMBH,	referred	to	as	the	outflow	radius,	has	not	
been	measured	self-sufficiently.	
The	distances	can	be	estimated	from	measuring	the	ionization	parameter	of	the	
photoionized	absorber.	However,	there	exists	a	degeneracy	between	the	density	
of	 the	 absorbers	 and	 the	 outflow	 radius	 in	 the	 ionization	 parameter.	 Although	
attempts	have	been	made	 in	 the	 literature	 to	break	 this	degeneracy,	 they	have	
been	mostly	phenomenological	in	nature.		
In	this	work,	we	examine	the	low	and	high	resolution	X-ray	spectra	of	one	such	
object,	NGC	7469,	belonging	to	a	class	of	nearby	AGN	called	Seyfert	galaxies.	We	
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use	 the	 recombination	 time,	 or	 the	 time	 required	 by	 the	 warm	 absorber	 and	
hence	the	absorption	lines	to	react	to	a	sudden	change	in	the	continuum	(due	to	
the	variability),	 to	get	the	density.	This	 lets	us	calculate	the	radius	of	the	warm	
absorber	 outflow	 via	 the	 ionization	 parameter	 and	 break	 the	 degeneracy,	 a	
method	first	proposed	by	Krongold	et	al.	2007	(who	applied	it	to	NGC	4051).		
Our	 initial	 analysis	 reveals	 that	 the	 geometrically	 thin,	 low	 velocity	 outflow	 in	
NGC	7469	has	a	“Torus”	origin	(consistent	with	the	result	of	Blustin	et	al.,	2007).	
The	determination	of	the	outflow	origin	enables	us	to	directly	calculate	the	mass	
and	energy	outflow	rates,	which	have	the	potential	to	determine	the	role	of	the	
outflow	in	the	evolution	of	the	host	galaxies	and	surrounding	IGM.		
We	 aim	 to	 repeat	 the	 process	with	 other	 AGN	 (particularly	Mrk	 335	 and	Mrk	
279),	to	test	the	viability	of	the	method	and	to	get	a	coherent	picture	out	of	the	
ensemble.		
	

• Vikas	Chand:	Spectral	and	timing	analysis	of	first	GRB	observed	with	
Astrosat		

	
We	 present	 the	 results	 of	 spectral	 and	 timing	 analysis	 of	 the	 Swift	 and	 Fermi	
observations	 of	 gamma	 ray	 burst	 GRB151006A.	 For	 GRBs,	 prompt	 emission	
spectra	is	known	to	be	well	described	by	a	thermal,	thermal	with	a	non-thermal	
component,	a	thermal	component	Comptonized	in	a	shocked	region,	two	black-	
bodies	with	a	non-thermal	powerlaw	component	and	a	phenomenological	Band	
function.	We	sliced	the	spectrum	in	time	and	studied	the	temporal	evolution	of	
the	parameters	in	different	models.	We	found	two	blackbodies	with	a	correlated	
variation	in	temperature.	We	revise	the	previous	explanations	for	these	kind	of	
spectra	and	present	a	Cannon	Ball	model	explanation	for	the	prompt	emissions	
of	such	properties	and	it’s	predicted	XRT	afterglows.	We	generate	the	lighcurves	
of	Astrosat	Cadmium	Zinc	Telluride	Imager	(CZTI)	and	report	the	first	results	of	
CZTI	spectral	analysis.	We	also	analyze	the	CZTI	data	jointly	with	Fermi/gamma	
ray	burst	monitor	(GBM)	and	present	preliminary	results	of	this	analysis.		
	

• Enrico	Congiu	:	 High	 Resolution	 Spectroscopy	 of	 the	 Narrow	 Line	
Region	of	AGNs		

	
Active	 Galactic	 Nuclei	 (AGNs)	 are	 among	 the	 most	 luminous	 objects	 of	 the	
universe	and	they	have	been	intensely	studied,	in	the	last	decades,	because	they	
are	 characterized	 by	 many	 interesting	 astrophysical	 phenomena.	 One	 of	 the	
typical	structures	of	these	objects	is	the	narrow-line	region	(NLR),	a	region	made	
by	 highly	 ionized	 gas,	 which	 is	 arranged	 in	 clouds	 with	 a	 very	 complex	
kinematics.	 Usually,	 the	 NLR	 surrounds	 the	 AGN	 and	 it	 can	 be	 found	 up	 to	
distances	 of	 the	 order	 of	 hundreds	 of	 parsecs	 but,	 in	 some	 cases,	 it	 can	 be	
extended	 up	 to	 distances	 of	 15–20kpc.	 Due	 to	 its	 extension,	 this	 structure	 is	
called	 extended	 narrow-line	 region	 (ENLR)	 or	 ionization	 cones,	 because	 of	 its	
peculiar	 conical	 or	 bi-conical	 shape.	 The	 aim	 of	 my	 work	 is	 to	 measure	 the	
physical	 properties	 of	 the	 gas	 of	 the	 NLR	 and	 of	 the	 ENLR	 as	 a	 function	 of	
velocity,	by	using	high	resolution	spectra	(R	∼	10000).	With	this	kind	of	spectra	
it	is	possible	to	highlight	the	features	of	the	lines	profile,	like	multiple	peaks	and	
asymmetries,	and	it	is	also	possible	to	divide	every	single	line	in	small	and	fixed	
velocity	bins,	in	order	to	measure	the	gas	properties	as	a	function	of	velocity.	To	
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this	aim	it	will	be	necessary	to	acquire	high	resolution	spectra	with	high	signal	to	
noise	ratio	(S/N),	in	order	to	study,	without	loosing	information,	the	weak	lines	
and	the	wings	of	the	bright	emission	lines.	Similar	infra-red	spectra	will	also	be	
acquired	and	studied,	in	order	to	improve	the	number	of	measured	lines	and	the	
precision	 on	 the	 studied	 gas	 properties.	 The	 obtained	 measurements	 will	 be	
compared	 with	 photo-ionization	 and	 shock	 simulations,	 which	 will	 be	
specifically	developed	in	order	to	deeply	understand	the	properties	of	the	NLR.	
This	in	turn	will	allow	to	study	the	interaction	between	the	gas	and	the	jets	of	the	
galaxies.		
	

• Elena	Fedorova:	Shape	of	6-7.5	keVspectral	 line	complex	profile	as	a	
consequence	of	physical	conditions	in	AGNs		

	
The	 shapes	 of	 spectral	 lines	 in	 the	 6-7.5	 keV	 energy	 range	 of	 AGN	 spectra	 are	
fairly	considered	as	an	important	clue	to	understand	the	mechanisms	playing	the	
principal	 roles	 in	 the	 AGN	 “central	 engine”	 functioning.	 They	 also	 play	 an	
important	role	 in	testing	of	the	models	of	AGN	“central	engine”,	such	as	double	
black	hole,	or	warped	disk.	However,	their	interpretation	can	be	more	hard	and	
ambiguous	than	it	is	seemed	at	first	sight.	Here	we	investigate	effects	of	several	
physical	factors	including	relativistic	motion	in	the	gravitational	field	of	a	black	
hole,	magnetic	fields,	absorption,	and	a	geometry	of	an	accretion	disk,	in	order	to	
understand	 how	 their	 interplay	 can	 alter	 the	 observed	 profiles	 of	 the	 spectral	
lines	in	AGNs	spectra.	We	analyze	possibilities	to	reconstruct	parameters	of	the	
”central	 engine”	 using	 the	 spectral	 line	 shape	 in	 view	 of	 interplay	 of	 different	
physical	factors	acting	in	the	neighborhood	of	the	central	black	hole.		
	

• Ruben	Fedriani:	The	Massive	Young	Stellar	Object	IRAS13481-6124:	a	
near-infrared	high-resolution	spectroscopy	study	of	its	jet	

	
The	 formation	 of	 stars	 is	 still	 an	 open	 topic.	While	 the	 formation	 of	 low	mass	
stars	is	overall	understood,	the	formation	of	high	mass	stars	(from	∼	8M⊙	up	to	
∼	 100M⊙)	 is	 unclear	with	many	 unanswered	 questions.	 There	 are	 two	 likely	
scenarios	 in	 the	 formation	 of	 Massive	 Young	 Stellar	 Objects	 (MYSO):	 via	
accretion	disks;	or	coalescence	by	collision	of	 low	and	intermediate-mass	stars.	
Protostellar	 jets	 from	 MYSOs	 provide	 us	 an	 excellent	 tool	 to	 understand	 the	
mechanisms	 of	 high	 mass	 star	 formation	 as	 they	 provide	 a	 clear	 signature	 of	
accretion	disks.		
Some	 massive	 jets	 have	 been	 observed	 with	 low-resolution	 near-infrared	
spectroscopy,	 that	 provided	 us	 with	 the	 main	 physical	 properties,	 such	 as,	
temperature,	 mass,	 extinction	 and	 density.	 However,	 no	 precise	 information	
about	dynamical	and	kinematical	properties	could	be	retrieved.	I	present,	for	the	
first	time,	high-resolution	near-IR	spectroscopy	of	IRAS13481-	6124,	a	MYSO	of	
∼	20M⊙	at	a	distance	of	∼	3.1kpc.	Data	 from	ESO’s	VLT/	 ISAAC,	SINFONI	and	
CRIRES	 instruments	 have	 been	 analysed.	 Here	 I	 present	 the	 kinematics	
properties	and,	in	combination	with	the	studies	found	in	the	literature	about	this	
MYSO,	its	mass	ejection	rate	and	the	jet	dynamical	properties	have	been	inferred.	
The	main	 objective	 of	 this	work	 is	 to	 understand	 the	 connection	 between	 the	
inner	 structure	 of	 this	 MYSO	 and	 its	 parsec	 scale	 jet.	 In	 this	 way,	 we	 try	 to	
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answer	 the	questions:	 is	 IRAS13481-6124	 jet	 a	 scaled-up	version	of	 a	 jet	 from	
low	mass	stars,	or	is	it	defined	by	other	processes?		
	

• Dimitrios	Millas:	Stability	of	relativistic,	two-component	jets		
	
Several	 observations	 of	 astrophysical	 jets	 show	 evidence	 of	 a	 structure	 in	 the	
direction	perpendicular	 to	 the	 jet	 axis,	 leading	 to	 the	development	 of	 “spine	&	
sheath”	models	of	jets.		
Two-component	jets	have	been	already	examined	(e.g.	Meliani	&	Keppens	2007,	
Meliani	 &	 Keppens	 2009)	 for	 relativistic	 hydrodynamic	 jets	 and	 relativistic	
magnetized	 jets	with	 poloidal	magnetic	 field.	 These	 studies	 focused	 on	 a	 two-
component	jet	consisting	of	a	highly	relativistic	inner	jet	and	a	slower	-	but	still	
relativistic	 -	outer	 jet	surrounded	by	an	unmagnetized	environment.	These	 jets	
were	susceptible	to	a	relativistic	Rayleigh-Taylor-type	instability,	depending	on	
the	effective	inertia	ratio	of	the	two	components.		
This	work	 is	 now	 extended	 by	 taking	 into	 account	 the	 presence	 of	 a	 non-zero	
toroidal	 magnetic	 field.	 We	 examine	 analytically	 the	 stability	 of	 this	
configuration	 and	 also	 perform	 numerical	 simulations,	 to	 compare	 with	 the	
previously	 studied	 cases.	 Different	 configurations	 for	 the	 toroidal	 velocity	
component	 and	 the	 toroidal	 magnetic	 field	 are	 also	 examined,	 to	 identify	
possible	differences	in	the	evolution	of	the	jet	when	the	transition	between	the	
velocity	and/or	the	magnetic	field	of	the	two	components	is	steep	or	smooth.		
Depending	on	 the	 configuration,	 the	 toroidal	magnetic	 field	might	 stabilize	 the	
previously	 mentioned	 case	 or	 trigger	 instabilities	 on	 a	 different	 time	 scale.	
Furthermore,	 the	 introduction	 of	 a	 toroidal	 magnetic	 field	 component	 allows	
examining	 different	 types	 of	 relativistic	 jets	 (Poynting	 dominated	 or	 matter	
dominated)	by	modifying	the	magnetization	parameter.	Thus,	we	can	investigate	
different	combinations	of	matter/	Poynting	dominated	two-component	that	will	
end	up	(un)stable.		
The	simulations	are	performed	using	the	relativistic	MHD	module	form	the	open	
source,	parallel,	grid	adaptive,	MPI-AMRVAC	code.		
	

• Elena	 Nokhrina:	 Effects	 of	 transversal	 jet	 structure	 on	 core-shift	
effect.		

	
Core-shift	 effect	 is	 a	 shift	 in	 a	 position	 of	 an	 observed	 core	 of	 active	 galactic	
nuclei	depending	on	the	observational	frequency.	The	effect	depends	on	internal	
jet	 properties,	 such	 as	magnetic	 field	magnitude	 and	 particle	 number	 density.	
Recent	measurements	of	this	effect	for	a	large	number	of	active	galactic	nuclei	by	
MOJAVE	 program	 provide	 an	 instrument	 for	 estimating	 internal	 physical	
properties	 of	 jets.	 Up	 to	 now	 the	 results	 obtained	 under	 assumption	 of	 locally	
homogeniuos	 magnetic	 field	 and	 particle	 number	 density	 with	 power	
dependence	 on	 distance	 from	 the	 jet	 origin	 (self-similar	model).	We	 study	 the	
core-shift	 effect	 dependence	 on	 the	 transversal	 jet	 structure.	We	use	magnetic	
field	 and	 particle	 number	 density	 profiles	 modelled	 analytically	 in	 order	 to	
obtain	the	dependence	of	the	observed	core	(region	with	optical	depth	equal	to	
unity)	on	the	frequency.	Possible	 influence	on	the	estimates	of	particle	number	
density	and	magnetic	field	magnitude	are	considered.		
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• Laura	 Shishkovsky:	 Radio	 Continuum	 Observations	 of	 the	 Peculiar	
Pulsar	System	and	Fermi	Source	1FGL	J1417.7-4407	

	
Follow-up	of	unassociated	Fermi	gamma-ray	sources	has	led	to	the	detection	of	
new	populations	of	binary	millisecond	pulsars	that	were	difficult	to	discover	 in	
previous	all-sky	radio	survey.	Here	we	present	multi-wavelength	observations	of	
the	 previously	 unassociated	 source	 1FGL	 J1417.7-4407,	 which	 we	 identify	 as	
new	low-mass	X-ray	binary.	Optical	photometric	and	spectroscopic	observations	
suggest	 the	binary	consists	of	a	massive,	~	2	Msun	neutron	star	primary	and	a	
low-mass	 giant	 secondary	 of	 ~	 0.35	 Msun.	 At	 most	 epochs	 the	 spectroscopy	
shows	 double-peaked	 H-alpha	 emission	 consistent	 with	 the	 presence	 of	 an	
accretion	 disk.	We	will	 discuss	 new	 VLA	 and	 ATCA	 radio	 observations	 of	 this	
system	 and	 its	 relationship	 to	 the	 enigmatic	 class	 of	 transitional	 millisecond	
pulsars.		
	

• Anna	Skrzypczak:	Complexity	parameter	in	pulsars:	a	grand	update	
	
There	are	very	few	theoretical	predictions	that	can	be	tested	observationally	in	
radio	 pulsars.	 One	 attempt	 at	 a	 systematic	 prescription	 for	 the	 emission	
properties	 as	 a	 function	of	pulsar	parameters	 for	both	normal	 and	millisecond	
pulsars	 was	 that	 of	 Gil	 &	 Sendyk	 (2000).	 They	 postulated	 that	 the	 polar	 gap	
region	 is	populated	by	a	 system	of	 sprks	 that	drift	 about	 the	center	as	a	 set	of	
concentric	 rings.	They	 introduced	 a	natural	 “complexity	parameter”	defined	 as	
the	ratio	of	gap	height	 to	 the	size	of	 the	polar	cap	and	argue	 that	 this	quantity	
should	describe	the	complexity	of	pulsar	profiles.	Indeed,	that	show	that	in	182	
pulsar	 with	 known	 profile	 classification	 as	 of	 the	 year	 2000,	 the	 complexity	
parameter	is	correlated	with	profile	morphology,	with	core	single	profiles	having	
having	the	highest	values	of	this	parameter,	followed	by	triple	profiles	and	then	
multiple	 and	 conal	 single	 profiles.	 In	 this	 paper	 we	 revisit	 the	 complexity	
parameter	issue	by	including	large	number	of	new	pulsars	discovered	in	Parkes	
multibeam	pulsar	searches.	Interestingly,	all	the	correlations	found	in	2000	are	
still	there	in	the	larger	pulsar	sample.		
	

• Samuel	Swihart:	Discovering	New	Neutron	Star	Binaries	 in	the	Milky	
Way	

	
Our	group	has	been	pursuing	follow-up	observations	of	unassociated	Fermi-LAT	
gamma-ray	 sources	 in	 an	 effort	 to	 identify	 new	Milky	Way	 compact	 binaries.	 I	
will	present	the	discovery	of	a	likely	neutron	star	binary	with	a	giant	secondary	
that	 has	 other	 unusual	 orbital	 and	 variability	 characteristics,	 and	 will	 discuss	
whether	such	systems	constitute	a	distinct	class	of	compact	binaries.		
	
	

• Florencia	Vieyro:	Coherent	emission	from	microquasars		
	
The	interaction	of	a	relativistic	electron	beam	(i.e.,	jet)	with	a	denser	plasma	can	
produce	density	 cavities	–called	cavitons–	with	a	 strong	electrostatic	 field.	The	
electrons	 from	 the	 beam	 are	 accelerated	 in	 this	 field	 and	 radiate;	 under	 some	
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condi-	tions,	this	emission	can	be	coherent.	In	this	work,	we	study	the	coherent	
radiation	produced	by	this	mechanism	in	the	context	of	microquasars.		
Microquasars	 are	X-ray	binaries	with	 strong	 radio	 activity,	 associated	with	 the	
presence	of	relativistic	jets.	These	jets	are	usually	detected	in	the	low-hard	state,	
which	is	also	characterized	by	the	presence	of	a	hot	plasma	named	corona,	that	
surrounds	the	compact	object.	The	same	magnetic	mechanism	that	is	responsible	
for	heating	the	corona,	might	expelled	plasmons	to	the	medium.	We	analyze	the	
coherent	radiation	produced	in	cavitons	due	to	the	interaction	of	plasmons	with	
the	relativistic	jet.	This	interaction	results	in	a	short	coherent	flare	that	might	be	
detected	by	different	instruments.		
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